Evidence for selective expression of the p53 codon 72 polymorphs: implications in cancer development.
Polymorphism at codon 72 of p53 results in either the arginine or proline form of p53, whose functional significance in carcinogenesis is controversial. We have investigated if the expression of these p53 polymorphs is selectively regulated, using mRNA from peripheral blood of healthy Asian (Chinese) and the Caucasian (Polish) arginine/proline (arg/pro) heterozygote subjects. Asians were found to preferentially express the pro allele whereas the Caucasians preferentially express the arg allele. On the contrary, about 75% of the heterozygote Chinese breast cancer patients preferentially expressed the arg allele, which rarely contained any somatic mutations. Moreover, histologically normal tissues from Chinese heterozygote breast cancer patients showed selective expression of the arg allele, in contrast to the preferential expression of the pro allele in heterozygote healthy normal breast tissues. Together, the data suggest that the expression of the different p53 polymorphs is selectively regulated in different ethnic populations, and that the arg allele is activated during cancer development in Asians. Thus, the expression status of the p53 polymorphs, rather than the genotypic status, might be a useful indicator for cancer susceptibility.